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Pamela Blockey&Bnen* The Executive Director, M3 Gol*S Vd!'y.

U.S. N.R.C. *631 Dallas Ibghway

Washington,'D.C. 20555 oc.pamne. oA 3004 USA

.

Re: Y2K and Nuclear Power Plants:

Dear Sir,

I refer to my call of July 31, 1998 to the NRC and
subsequent response from Region IY (Mr. Ignatonis) con-
cerning scy suggestions and concerns regarding Y2K. In
the interim, my fears have become even more profound due to
the abysmal state of many plants if not most nationwide,,

with their history of problems, most of which are public
record. Combine that with the age, plant degradation due
to eKposure of everything-from cement to wiring-to radioactive
contaminantspand the string of so-called " generic" problems
that have never been addressed, let alone fixed (turbines
rotating TOWARDS the reactor, so if pieces fly off or the
shaft breaks the wretched thing would go barreling towards
the reactor, to name but one) and it is surely by the Grace of
God that we have escaped certain catastrophe so far. By that
I am refering to a meltdown, and not to other things like,

the vast amount of Plant Sequoyahs records being unreadablene
0,$$ or stored in deteriorating condition (which NRC admits to) but tojgg the fact that in a station blackout case, according to NUREG-
en 1079 (which could occur with Y2k) that dump could EXPLODE"O in a core melt. Yes, EXPLODE.
$6 At another dump of a reactor, Plant Hatch, (and others of similar
gg design) NUREG 1079 cites as an example a loss of feedwater
e4 leading to core melt, and that can start in as little as FORTY
@ MINUTES. The core uncovering at about thirty three minutes.
$$ One of those " generic" issues - i.e. NRC even allowing them to '

est operate.

If Sequoyah blows up, 16osing the Tennessee River would not
go over too well. If Hatch goes, loosing the Altamaha would
not make people happy either. In fact, it is highly likely
that anyone that managed to make it out of either region alive,

i would probably head straight for NRC headquarters in an extremely
disagreeable frame of mind intent on creating a few " generic"

'

04 0 02Ei problems of their own, if you'll pardon my borrowing one of
NRC's terms.

What I'm getting at, is that we all know that if the power goes
f

' } Ch
(forget computers for a moment and think "NO ELECTRICITY") the
back up diesel generators MUST work to keep the water circulating
etc. even if the plant is SHUTDOWN, because if there is noif 0 water, the results will be catastrophe as outlined above. So,
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taking into consideration that the news media has already reported
that the oil companies are so concerned about suppliers as well
as their own Y2K problems that they hope to stockpile 3 months,

oil , and considering that a) diesel generators (which have
been known to fail) need fuel and b) according to NRC they only
have a limited supply on site, I propose that NRC do the following

| IMMEDIATELY : Issue an urgent letter to all nuclear plant.a
individually and to the heads of the utilities that own them, to
REQUIRE that THREE months MINIMUM supply of fuel for the generators
be on site by November 31st, 1999 and that all diesel generators
have been thoroughly gone over, repaired and tested by then also.
Plus, back up generators be on standby for the generators, and as
they are pretty enormous, they better get their act in gear NOW.
Furthermore, that utilities should hire extra staff to go over
the ENTIRE Dockets, from prior to startup, so every issue that was
ever raised is passed on to be rechecked. For a start, every issue
over raised as " unresolved" "open" follow-up" orHelosed" (as a
" closed" issue can happen again - e.g. if a valved failed, was fixed
and the issue closed, the valve could be in need of replacement
again by now.) should be gone over first. All emergency equipment
rechecked. All proceedures and safety issues gone over AGAIN with
all staff and ';he workers.
N RC's " Generic" letter Number 98-01 just doesn't get it. You need
to send it out to every Plant and shift Supervisor in plain English
in common usage instead of NRC gobbledygook. Furthermore, giving
license amendments if they run into trouble is outrageous. EVERY
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND RESEARCH REACTOR SHOUTbBE SHUTDOWN BY
DECEMBER 15th 1999 at the latest, in case you have a problem
during shutdown, there would be two weeks left where you could
do something using electricity coming off the grid (the grid across
the US and Canada) prior to that running into trouble.
This is one time in it's entire history when the NRC could tell
people the truth and would get some public understanding i.e.#we
are shutting them down just in case, be aware that there may be
daily periods of no power for some hours as electricity must be
re-routed back and forth across the grid, store extra flashlights
batteries, non-perishable foods and water for use during such
periods, a two week to one month supply is advisable." Real simple.
DO IT NOW, urging people to spread buying extra items out over
the next two months to avoid depleting available supplies. If you
(and other agencies) do not do this, then there could be last
minute panic. Beginning NOW, send a letter to the Mayor of EVERY
town in the US urging- telling - them to print a notice in their

_

local paper and on local public TV and radio to that effect. Many
, people in more rural areas are already doing this, but millions are

not. It will be winter. They MUST be warned. It is totally
irresponsible not to warn the populace. Sitting up there in DC
in your Ivory Towers, you may be unaware that newspaper articles
have shown many,many counties are way behind and unlikely to be
ready for Y2K anyway. Warnings should include the fact that if

water supply pumping systems can't work, neither will toilets;and
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buckets to be lined with plastic garbage bags that can be then.

sealed for later disposal should be part of any preparation,
as should a non-flanmable, heat source, such as a hot water bottle
which can be filled with hot water heated on a camping stove,
and a camping stove (for use only with a window slightly open).
It will be winter as I said. Warn the public, and do it NOW.

Warning them will allay a lot of more serious problems later if
the situation turns out to be more serious than anyone thinks.
That brings me to my last proposal, which is this: as the best
laid plans have a tendency to proceed according to Murphys Law,
it is vital that NRC requ_ ire all nuclear plants to have a manual.

siren, which could be augmented by police and fire departments ^
sounding theirs simultanously, to warn of a nuclear power plant
accident / release / meltdown, and the need to get out of the area
at once. That should go in concert with each county mailing
a preset evacuation route based on the four most common pre-
valling wind paths (i.e. four routes) As one in three people.

in many areas of the South (and perhaps other parts of the nation)
over a certain age in particular, are functionally illiterate
(240,000 Illiterate in the Metropolitan Atlanta area alone) and
as many people speak Spanish, radio and TV presentations should
also be made in English and Spanish nationwide on preparation
and evacuation routes. The public should also be advised to have
an emergency suitcase already packed prior to Y2K so peopleyare not running around in the dark trying to get out as well as
find things. As the NRC and its predecessor the Atomic Energy
Commission were irresponsible enough to push nuclear power and
the utilities greedy enough to go along with it, the least that
can be done is what I have detailed.

Asking utilities to send backalittle letter saying they'll be
ready or not 1s inadequate. EVERYONE is asking EVERYONE ELSE to3

supply such letters, they are a dime a dozen. Because NO ONE
knows what WILL happen, and the best minds in the world are
saying many problems WILL occur across the board, even if only
in fits and starts, it is wise to take every precaution, and
to spell out that every precaution must be taken in no uncertain
terms or " generic" language, or wishy-washy wording like NRC
has used. Either they should_be fully compliant and_ ready by
now, or they are not, and if they are not, they should not only
be shut down now, but should have their license revoked (which
is a darn good idea anyway, in particular for all those" Mark
I* " disasters waiting to happen" , as well as Plant Parley, which

|
I have heard is not ready anyway, which should be no surprise.
(Did Farley EVER fix the 20 foot long cracks in the concrete

{ floor of the containment ? And how about all those leaks ? When
| even the Death of the Earth Squad- the DOE _- is worried about one
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you KNOW there is a problem. But hey, what's a little Cesium - 137
and radioactive iodine dumped on the unsuspecting public when " energy
to serve your world"is involved ? )

Please do us all and yourselves a favor : shut them all down,get
the extra diesel fuel on site, issue the advice and warnings, and
don't let most of them re-start. In particular the 54 plants the
AEC/NRC allowed anyway, knowing they were unsafe as their staff
told them so, according to Ford. Told them in great detail. Plus
NUREG 1079 details what a catastrophe they ALL can be. To allow
plants to operate which can explode, or meltdown and rupture 114L
at Hatch, and NRC knows it, is really criminal negligence ,isn't
it ? If , for example, an auto manufacturer had an oversight com-
mittee and bugt a dangerous, awful vehicle that could blow up and
the oversight committee also knew and did nothing to stop it, it
would amount to the same sort of situation. However, a nuclear power
plant can kill countless people and contaminate land for hundreds
of thousands of years, which make such a situation even worse than
the example of cars.

Last but not least, Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwin, TN should also
be shut prior to Y2K, in part due to the constant problems involvingi

fires and releases over the years, not to mention contamination.
NRC does not even require that hell hole to have an evacuation plan
so, in event of fire and explosion and no electricity or anything
and parhaps even fire equipment or pumps failing due to Y2K the,

illumination would be coming from exploding uranium and plutonium'

and hazardous chemicals and massive fire itself - with that small
town desperately trying to leave across the mountains, in the dark
perhaps, in winter. The resulting massive contamination would
poison the river for thousands of years to come.

Please respond in detail as to what NRC intends to do about all this.

Thank you.

3m.L'b%-Ob
Pamela Blockey-O'Brien.


